General advices for ETTLIN lux® 1468 MiracleFabric
ETTLIN lux® fabrics are highly sensitive to buckling. Also single yarns can be displaced when they
are exposed to a high load. Therefore the fabric should not be folded, treated gently and be
transported and stored on a roll.
Processing:
ETTLINlux® 1468 MiracleFabric is prone to grease spots whilst processing and during use. These
can already occur due to lipids at the fingers while touching the fabric. For this reason the fabric
should only be touched with gloves.
Suitable are knitted gloves with PU-coating. These gloves provide a good grip and are lint-free.
They can prevent fingerprints and the dust accumulation is reduced.
The two sides of the ETTLINlux® 1468 MiracleFabric have two different surfaces. One side is very
plain, on the other a black yarn system is defined as grooves. The difference becomes clear when
scratching carefully with the finger nail across both sides. When processing the fabric, it is
important to use the plain side as the visible face, because it is less susceptible for dust and easier
to clean.

Cleaning:
While processing ETTLINlux® 1468 MiracleFabric, the fabric surface can be appealing dust due to
electrostatic charge. In this case, dust can be cleaned as follows:
use a cleaning cloth that is slightly wet
wipe the fabric surface with light pressure; in doing so please pay attention to the
direction of the fabric:
o on the visible face only wipe orthogonally to the direction of effect
o on the back side only wipe in direction of effect
o never wipe in a slanted direction!
clean the whole fabric surface with constant but light pressure
Alternatively the fabric can be cleaned by rinsing under running water. This is only possibly in
case of small pieces of fabric respectively fabric that is already tightened in a frame, because of
the danger of buckling.
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